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About the author

Ros Ferrara is a full-time consultant with 
Focus Education. Much of her recent 
work has been on developing all 
aspects of English in the current 
curriculum.

Prior to joining Focus, Ros worked in a 
consultancy and advisory role for 
Lambeth LA. During this period, she led 
development work on the National 
Strategies highly successful EAL 
Programme, was the Literacy lead for 
the authority and Primary Strategy 
Manager. Ros led and managed a 
range of initiatives, including Every 
Child a Reader, Every Child a Writer 
and action research aimed at 
improving writing. Her role also involved 
working very closely with senior leaders 
in schools on developing leadership, 
improving the quality of teaching and 
other school improvement issues. 

Recent feedback:

Very professional: we had confidence in her 
judgements.

Style was relaxed and approachable. Good 
balance between listening and practical 
activities. 

Ros was wonderful. The material was relevant 
and interesting.  Ros’s presentation skills were 
excellent. Her interactions with teachers were 
professional but relaxed.

Ros has transformed writing in the school.

The support received both by senior leaders, 
middle managers and classroom 
practitioners has been key to our becoming 
an outstanding school.

The consultancy Ros has given to my school 
has empowered my staff and the impact is 
already notable when I look at pupil 
outcomes.
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Introduction
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This book demonstrates explicitly how grammar games can be used as 
an effective teaching tool to ensure that children understand the 
statutory grammar requirements, know and use the correct terminology 
and can experiment with grammatical features to create effects.

A range of games, covering many aspects of the 2014 English 
curriculum, are explained. Examples of all games are included. These 
ideas may be used directly, but will also act as models for teachers to 
adapt games for their own context and  devise their own to meet the 
learning needs of their pupils.

The context of some games are based on suggested texts for the 
Learning Challenge Curriculum and Focus English and all games 
mentioned in the Planning from Quality Texts documents and Focus 
English are exemplified.

Some games based on ideas drawn from Pie Corbett’s Jumpstart Literacy.
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Grammar Games

• Can happen at any point in a unit of work

• Focus children on the learning identified

• Allow children opportunities to become familiar with and use the 

correct terminology 

• Allow children to play with and experiment with grammatical 

content and features and words

• Can be developed into an extended task

• Allow children to practise, consolidate, review learning

• Allow teachers to assess learning
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How to approach grammar games...

• Keep the pace going – session could last from 5 – 15 minutes

• Focus on oral responses

• Use mini white boards, but always oral rehearsal and response

• Model responses yourself to support and extend learning

• Encourage and model experimentation and risk-taking

• Paired and group work should be an integral part 

• Could be at the beginning of a lesson, a bridge between 
activities, a plenary

• Base the games on familiar contexts; the current English text, a 
well-known story or character, foundation curriculum contexts

• Provide visuals to help children with the content of the sentences 
so that they focus on the grammar

• Always discuss the reasons for choices and their effect and 
impact on the reader

• Make them enjoyable!
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Working with Words
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Nouns

Nouns name things and are the largest group of words. The following 

games help children to find the nouns in a sentence and “name” them, 

allowing a focus on precise choices to give the reader the information 

needed.
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Finding the noun and “naming” it

The man drove away in a car.
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The robber drove away in a transit van.

The king drove away in a Rolls Royce.

The farmer drove away in a tractor.



Serious or funny? 

man
teacher

builder

policeman

pet shop owner

Wayne Rooney

Mr. Twit

artist

Mr. Robinson

car
Mini

Ferrari

truck

lorry

Fiat 500

Morris Minor

VW Beetle

bus
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Hyponyms

Motor vehicles

motorbike car van lorry

hatchback estate

sports car

Hyponyms are words which are 

more specific examples of a 

more general word. Flow 

diagrams help children 

remember words and make 

sense of them because of the 

groupings. Exploring words in 

this way helps children to make 

precise, informative choices.
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Hyponyms

ginger

Cats

pets wild breeds

lion tiger

leopard

stray

Siamese

Manx



The cat sat by the building and stared at 

the bird.

The ginger cat sat by the cottage and stared at 
the blackbird.

The Siamese sat by the pagoda and stared at the 
humming bird.

The stray sat by the station and stared at the 
pigeon.

The lion sat by the hide and stared at the vulture.
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Naming the young

sheep

cow

meerkat

penguin

tiger

dog 

cat

eel

pig

horse

frog

robin

goat

kangaroo
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Collective nouns

herd

flock

bunch

flock

team

fleet

pack

crowd

murder

parliament

army

leap

gaggle

anthology

colony

pod
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Inventing collective nouns
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A chattering of monkeys
A squawk of parrots



teacher

Jamesschool

Wigan

Common Proper

Nouns

AbstractCollective

murder (of crows)

happiness

Collect words for a word class and 

display. This allows children to see the 

different types of words within one 

class and how a word may belong to 

more than one class, dependent on 

their function in a sentence. © Focus Education UK Ltd 18



Compound Nouns

sunshine         sun+shine

rainbow         rain+bow

policeman           ?

earthquake         ?

bathroom            ?

football                ?

airport                  ? 

motorway            ?
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Understanding and choosing adjectives

Children need to understand that adjectives give more information 

about a noun and are only one way in which we can add description to 

writing. 

They need many opportunities to generate adjectives and make 

decisions about the best, most precise choice for the effect they want 

to create. Asking children to list the first 5 or 10 adjectives that come 

immediately to mind and then crossing them out and starting again can 

help to avoid obvious and clichéd ideas.

Adjectives need to add to children’s writing – have talent or star quality!

The following games offer opportunities for the generation of adjectives 

and discussion about meaning and effect.
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Choosing the best adjective

The big, huge, nervous, tall, ginormous 

giant appeared.

A fiery, sunny, hot, warm sun  

appeared between the clouds.

The soft, fluffy, furry, long-eared rabbit 

nibbled the daises.
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The dark-haired girl knelt down on the sandy beach, reached into 

the blue water and picked up the old object.

The girl knelt down on the windswept beach, reached into the 

shallow water and picked up the mysterious object.

The smiling girl knelt down on the rough beach, reached into the 
shining water and picked up the square object.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 22

Which adjectives have got talent?



Zone of Relevance

Children generate adjectives for a given context – setting, 

character… They discuss meanings and consider how relevant the 

word is to the context they are working on. The more appropriate 

the word is, the closer to the centre of the target it goes. 

This is a useful way of developing vocabulary. Words can be added 

by teachers to extend vocabulary and prompt discussion. It may 

also include or be focused on nouns, verbs and adverbials.
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peaceful

imposing

overgrown

calm

silent

exciting

tense

sunlit

bleak

chilling

dark

light-hearted

tranquil
violent

shadowy

menacing

harsh

dramatic

shady

sinister

frightening

threatening

warm

sad

evil

dangerous

cold

gentle

© Focus Education UK Ltd
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Changing the atmosphere

The       house stood in a       garden close by a        forest.
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Happy

Frightening

Miserable

Exciting

Peaceful

Pleasant

Unpleasant



Clines

Clines are a way of organising vocabulary on a scale of intensity.  Asking 

children to explore where words should go on a cline in relation to each 

other is a useful way of exploring the differences in meaning between 

various items of vocabulary.  

This can be done with nouns (emotions – nervousness, anxiety, panic) 

and verbs as well as adjectives. It also offers the possibility of exploring 

figurative and idiomatic expressions.
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Clines 
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unhappy

sad

miserable

tearful

distraught

broken-

hearted

in pieces



Playing with pronouns

Pronouns take the place of a noun or a whole noun phrase.

Pronouns help us avoid repeating ourselves too often, but children often 

overuse pronouns leading to ambiguity. The following activity requires 

children to identify the referent more clearly.
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Playing with pronouns

The dog saw the fox across the field. It started 

to run and it hid in the undergrowth. It waited 

for some time but it had vanished. It went 

home.

Who is “it”?

Who hid? Who waited?

Who went home? The dog or the fox?
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Dan and I/me went shopping in Cambridge.

The mouse scampered past Harry and I/me.

Jan and I/me ate all the ice cream.

He gave a gift to you and I/me.

Can you join Joe and I/me for dinner?

I/me and my friend went to the park.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 30

Quick check game –

take out the other person



Determining Determiners

Introduce or point out nouns and come before a noun in a sentence. 

They include:

• Articles: a/an, the

• Demonstratives: this/that, these/those

• Possessives: my/your/his/her/its/our/their

• Quantifiers: some, any, no, many, much, few, little, both, all, either, 

neither, each, every, several

• Numbers: three, fifty, three thousand etc

• And some question words: which (which car?), what (what size?), whose 

(whose coat?)

They help to identify exactly which noun is being referred to.
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Determining determiners!

Finding the rule – alphabet game
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a cat    

a bike    

a kite   

a doll    

a flower 

an egg 

a jug    

an icicle

a house

a rabbit 

a glass 

a van    

an umbrella 

a tiger   

a snake  an apple

a light   

a mango

a queen 

a park   

an owl  

a nut    

a zoo

a yawn   

a witch   



A or An?

Spider made an web.

I ate a egg for breakfast.

The cat climbed a wall.

Joe wore a orange t-shirt.

A elephant stomped through the trees.

Can you fly like an eagle?

Sam made a igloo from snow.
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But...

a unicorn                         an unusual event

a house                            an hour and a half

a European                     an Egyptian

a football match            an FA Cup Final

It’s all about the way you say it...
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Determining determiners!

Every morning, the elephant drank its milk. 

This morning, that elephant drank some milk.

Now you try…

…morning, …elephant drank …milk.
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….witch cackled as she cast…spells. …spell 

was placed in…bottle. …spiders were 

hanging from…roof.…cats watched as…spell 

bottles were stacked on…shelves 

and…spiders wrapped them with…silken 

threads.



Frodo put the ring back in its envelope.

It’s a beautiful morning.
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Only use an 

apostrophe in 

its when you 

mean it is!



When I asked about the delivery of the 

parcel, the office told me its on its way.

Although its not yet Autumn, the tree is 

beginning to lose its leaves.
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On to verbs
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Past

Present

Future

Sorting tenses

had walked

walk
are walking

had gone

will walk
went

will go

goes

is going

have gone have walked

walked

© Focus Education UK Ltd
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Past perfect tense

Once Briggs … enough dust, he planted the seeds. (find)

After he … the plants, Briggs sat and stared at them. (discover)

When he …  the book home, he read it in secret. (took)
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Past Present

Past 

Perfect

After Briggs 

had
searched the 

city

Simple Past

he 

reached

the dust 

heaps.



Clines – shades of meaning
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amble

stroll

walk

stride

jog

run

sprint



Clines – shades of meaning
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whisper

yell



Messing about with modals

Modals express possibility or obligation.  These auxiliary verbs have 
different shades of meaning, showing how likely, necessary or possible 
an action is. Children need opportunities to explore discuss and rank 
meanings.

The following game uses a basic sentence with a range of modals to 
discuss and rank.

Conscience alley is a drama activity which offers good opportunities to 
use modal auxiliaries.

Children create two lines facing each other. Each line takes an 
opposing viewpoint. One child walks between the two lines as each side 
voice their thoughts. This child then has to decide what their decision will 
be. 
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Messing about with modals

Find the difference

The cat can clean her paws.

The cat may clean her paws.

The cat might clean her paws.

The cat should clean her paws.

The cat ought to clean her paws.

The cat must clean her paws.

The cat could clean her paws.

The cat might have cleaned her paws.

The cat should have cleaned her paws.

Sort 

- which is most likely?

- which is least likely?
© Focus Education UK Ltd 44



Should Scaredy Squirrel leave his tree?

You should leave your 

tree because…

If you leave your tree…

You could…

You should stay in your 

tree because…

If you stay in your tree…

You could…

© Focus Education UK Ltd 45

Conscience Alley



Using the passive voice

The passive voice is used often used in formal writing.

A sentence is active when the subject is carrying out the action.

A sentence is passive when the subject of the sentence has an action 
done to it by someone or something else. It shifts the focus of the sentence 
or can be used when the cause of the action is unimportant.

Identify the subject, object and verb in an active sentence in which the 
subject carries out the action on to the object.

Change the object to become the subject. The verb is formed by the verb 
to be and the past participle. For example: was sent, is buried.
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Using the passive voice

Favelas cover the steep slopes around the city.

The steep slopes around the city are covered by favelas.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 47

OS V

S V

Flooding and landslides can destroy the favelas. 

S V O
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Active sentence Passive sentence

Flooding and landslides can destroy the favelas.



Sorting the subjunctive

The subjunctive mood expresses wishes or possibilities and more formal 

commands. The following activities are examples of giving children 

opportunities to experiment with sentences in the subjunctive mood and 

understand their function and formality.
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Sorting the subjunctive

Expressing wishes or possibilities:

If ……. were …….., …… would ……………………………

If he were Peter Rabbit, he would not have

eaten so many carrots.

If I were the Prime Minister, I would ……........
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Making commands more formal

Miss Trunchbull expects that all children be attentive.

Miss Trunchbull requires that …………… be ………....

Miss Trunchbull insists that ………………. be ………….

Miss Trunchbull demands that …………. be ………….

Miss Trunchbull desires that ……………... be ………….
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Adverbs/adverbials

Tell you about how, when and where something was done.

• Often end in -ly - e.g.. ‘quickly’ – But not always - e.g. fast, then, away

• You can put them in all sort of different places in a sentence!

The following games offer a range of opportunities to use adverbs and 

explore their use and position in sentences and longer stretches of text.
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One cold, snowy day a boy was walking 

through the snow.
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How adverbials

In the manner of…

Use a selection of adverbs on cards turned face down. 
Children sit in a circle and one, having picked a card, 
moves round the circle in the manner of the adverb. For 
example: bravely, fearfully, joyfully, slowly, lazily…

An alternative to this is to have a simple sentence:

It is raining today. 

Children pick a card and say the sentence in the 
manner of the adverb. For example: softly, deafeningly, 
uncertainly, confidently, menacingly…
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When adverbials
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In Winter

At night

When it is hot

During Spring

In the daytime

Late at night

In April

After the thunderstorm
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When and where adverbials 



Earlier that same evening

As dawn approached



Just around the corner



Adverbs on the move

The meerkat stared while the jackal pawed 

the sandy ground.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 59

curiously 

Try the adverb in different positions.

What difference does it make?

What effect does it create? 



Adverbials and the Power of 3

When

Long, long ago, after the dawn of time 

and before the rule of the great Kings,

Where

In the distant land of Golon, over the 

jagged peaks of the Misty Mountains and                   

many leagues away,

How

Silently, calmly, yet forcefully,
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Try using three adverbials together.

What effect does it create? 



Adverbials and the Power of 3 – you try!

When

Where

How
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When, where or how?

gently      at sunrise       with a smile       by the tree     at the beach 

over the hills      carefully      from the playground       tearfully  

across the water      a few minutes later       in the distance        

some time later      in the garden      furiously      expertly       soon

down the path      among the flowers      one early morning  

just before dawn      interestingly      many years ago      outside

© Focus Education UK Ltd 62

When         Where How



Prepositions and position
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Jack and Jill went …  
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behind

under

next to

beside

above

near

over

around

The Bog Baby swam under the bridge.

The Bog Baby ……………………………..
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Under
Inside

On

In front of

Over

Beside
Above

Near
Below

the castle  
of ice

the forest 
floor

Inside the castle of ice stood a great, carved throne.

Above the forest floor ………………………………………  
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Noun phrases

A noun phrase is a group of words which acts as a unit, but is not a 

complete clause or sentence. It helps to add detail to sentences.

If you are in any doubt where a noun phrase begins and ends, try 

substituting a pronoun.
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Noun Phrases

his meerkat
this meerkat

a mischievous 

meerkat

a meerkat with sharp eyes

the meerkat on the sand dune 

some meerkats

a meerkat from the Kalahari desert
which meerkat

Children are challenged to think of 

as many noun phrases as they can.
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Build a noun phrase

a determiner those boots

adjective/s those worn-out boots

prepositional phrase (with) those worn-out boots with broken laces

adverbial phrase (where?) those worn-out old boots with broken 

laces by the wooden gate

© Focus Education UK Ltd 69

a determiner

adjective/s

prepositional phrase (with)

adverbial phrase (where?)

Children build a noun phrase by adding detail to build a picture in words.



The following games give children opportunities to practise and 

consolidate their understanding of word classes and to understand that 

words can function differently according to the way they are used.
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Car Number Plates
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ATD – Ali tunnelled deep.

CJR – Carol jumped rapidly.

RBJ – Roger bravely jumped.

WUY – Woeful undertakers yawned.

Children generate 3 word sentences from the letters given.

Word classes can also be discussed.



Verb or noun?

The burning of the forest filled the animals with panic.

The dense forest was burning fiercely.

With one great leap, the deer crossed the ravine.

“Who can leap the furthest?” challenged Sam.
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Preposition or conjunction? Sort it out.

I caught the ball after you.

Poppy went out after it had stopped raining.

Joe waited until the coast was clear.

Dinner will not be ready until seven o’clock.

The dolphins gathered before sunrise.

Before he could turn round, Bilbo was surrounded by goblins.

Vesuvius has not erupted since the nineteen fifties.

Since the house was flooded in January, we have been unable to live 
there.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 73

Preposition? Conjunction?



Using a picture

© Focus Education UK Ltd
74

Use an illustration from the current text or a picture 

related to a curriculum area or a painting. Choose 

the word classes or sentence types relevant to the 

children’s current learning.



Capture the picture

In 2 adjectives

In 2 adverbs

In 2 verbs
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Grammar Dice

Children throw the dice and 

choose a word from the word 

class, recording them as they 

go. When they have all the 

words, each child works to 

construct a sentence, using the 

words generated.  

Determiners may be added as 

required.
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Twas brillig, and the slithy toves

Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,

And the mome raths outgrabe.

© Focus Education UK Ltd 77

A krinklejup was parling a tristlebin. A 

barjam stipped. The barjam grupped, 

“Minto” to the krinklejup. The krinklejup 

zisked zoelly.

Children identify the word classes in nonsense text 

and explain how thy have identified them.



Working with Sentences
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Games need to make sure that children understand 

the concept of a sentence:

• It makes sense

• It starts with a capital letter and ends with the right 

punctuation for the sentence type - a full stop, a 

question mark, ellipsis or an exclamation mark

• It contains a verb

• Remember that a sentence can sometimes be a 

single word used for impact
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Sentence... Not a Sentence...

Play this game frequently to secure understanding of a sentence.

Sentences should contain particular areas of difficulty for the 

children. For example, omitted words, incorrect tenses, incorrect 

word order, omitted or incorrect punctuation. The context should 

always be familiar to the children so that they can focus on the 

identified learning rather than understanding the context. Use  

current English text or foundation curriculum context.

Ask the children if each example is a sentence or not. Identify 

what is incorrect, say the correct version and annotate on IWB or 

whiteboard.

This game can also be played, as in the second example, to focus on 

Standard English and common misuse.
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Sentence... Not a Sentence...

Osebo made a huge drum.

It was magnificent drum.

all the animals wished it belonged to them

Next day Esono went to drum.

Something strange moved through the forest.

The monkey had.

the tortoise had a soft shell

Nyame tortoise a reward
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Sentence... Not a Sentence...

Dan and me went shopping in Cambridge.

He gave a gift to you and I.

Give me them books.

Your going to be late.

Their getting there hair done.

He was sat down.

The teacher done lunch duty.

We could of gone to the beach today.

We went Manchester.

Harry don’t need no help.

Can I lend your scissors?

I brought some fruit in the supermarket.
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Changing sentences

The rabbits grew carrots.

A question

An exclamation

A command
© Focus Education UK Ltd 83

Start from a statement sentence and 
change the sentence type. Words 
may need to be added and word 
order may need to be changed. 
Draw attention  to the punctuation 
for each sentence type.



Connecting Conjunctions

Co-ordinating
Compound Sentences

© Focus Education UK Ltd 84

Subordinating
Complex Sentences

The following games give opportunities to extend sentences,

making compound and complex sentences. The use of conjunctions 

can be practised and reviewed and the effectiveness of sentences

discussed. New conjunctions can be introduced and sentences developed.

When working with complex sentences, the mobility of the subordinate

clause can be considered and the effect of its position. Children should be 

shown explicitly that a subordinate clause at the beginning of a sentence is

marked by a comma.



Augustus found

and

but

so

yet
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tiny, shiny fish

a fluttering, blue 

butterfly

curving, shadowy 

shapes

Compound sentences 



Conjunctions Game

Sunny  decided to leave 

because

as soon as

until

when

as 

while

© Focus Education UK Ltd 86

Complex sentences



Changing the order

Sunny decided to leave as soon as night fell.

As soon as night fell, Sunny decided to leave.
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How does this change the meaning?

What is the most important information?

How is the comma used?



cat/star

and

but

Compound sentences 

Use 2  pictures and  give children the conjunctions 

to be practised. How many different sentences 

can be made?
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gorilla/strawberry jelly
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although

despite the fact that

rather than

provided that 

in spite of

once

Complex sentences



Complex Sentence Game

Possible statements for cards

• Change first word (or phrase) of 

subordinate clause 4 points

• Change subordinate clause 4 

points

• Change main clause 2 points

• Change verb in main clause 2 

points

• Create a completely new 

sentence 6 points

• Change subject in main clause 2 

points

• Move the subordinate clause 6 

points

• Miss a turn 0 points
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Write up a complex sentence.

Child in the first group picks up a 

card, reads the instruction and 

the group decides on a 

response.

Other groups consider an 

answer in case the first group’s 

answer is incorrect.

Teacher judges the suitability 

and effectiveness of the answer

Score is kept and full, half or no 

points can be given.

The teacher may need to 

record the sentence on the 

white board as it is modified.

The first team to score 10 is the 

winner.



Daisy peered into the dimly-lit room as 

the heavy door slammed shut behind her.
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Sally Bones' fur was perfectly clean.

Around her was the dank and deadly smell of 

darkness.
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even thoughand but yet although

Take 2 sentences from a text and experiment with identified conjunctions

to join them. Consider the impact and effect created. Choose preferred 

and justify choice.



Building Sentences

A sentence grid can be used as part of a sequence, but also as a 

game to allow children to experiment and play with constructing 

sentences.

The “headings” on the grid should be adapted according to 

current or prior learning.

Children can mix and match elements to produce meaningful and 

effective sentences. This game allows for discussion and 

evaluation.
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Building sentences – Year 2
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Noun/expanded

noun phrase

Verb Preposition Noun/expanded 

noun phrase

Some dainty 

flowers

were growing on the forest floor.

The stars twinkled between the branches.



Building sentences – Year 2
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Noun/noun 

phrase

Powerful verb Where?

as

when

and

but

Little Evie tip-toed along the 

path



Building sentences – Year 5
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Fronted 
adverbial

Expanded noun 
phrase

Powerful verb Noun/noun 
phrase

In each corner, copper lanterns 
like blinking eyes

guarded great chests of 
carved wood.



Relative clauses

Relative clauses are a particular form of subordinate clause which 

allows detail to be added to sentences. They follow the pattern:

Noun – comma – who, which, whom, whose, that – comma

This pattern can be used to help children to drop relative clauses into 

sentences and consider their effectiveness.
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Drop it in!

The book fell from the table.
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who

which

whom

whose

that

The flowers danced in the breeze.  

The gnome looked round cautiously.
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Varjak Paw           made it to the top of the wall.

The dog                    blocked the alley. 

Dropping in clauses

Relative clause
Sally Bones, who was the leader of the gang, stared at him.

Non-finite ed clause
Sally Bones, surprised by the noise, stared at him.

Non-finite ing clause
Sally Bones, squinting into the darkness, stared at him.

As well as relative clauses, the non-
finite ed and ing clauses may also 
be dropped into sentences to add 
detail. This game allows children to 
experiment with all three and 
discuss the effect.



The crocodile waited in the sewer.

• Adverbial (how)

• Conjunction (when)

• Adverbial (where)

• Adjective one word

• Simile 

• ‘ing’ 

• ‘ed’ 
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Sentence Starters
Use a base sentence and give the children options 
for starting it, depending on the teaching focus. In 
upper KS2, children will be familiar with the starters 
listed below and can develop a range of 
sentences and discuss impact. Alternatively, limited 
options may be identified – when, where, how 
adverbials for example.



• Adverbial (how): Patiently, the crocodile waited in the 
sewer.

• Conjunction(when):  While the rats scavenged , the 
crocodile waited in the sewer.

• Adverbial(where): Far on the other side of the city, the 
crocodile waited in the sewer.

• Adjective one word: Lonely, the crocodile waited in the 
sewer.

• Simile: As cool as an ice cube straight from the freezer , the 
crocodile waited in the sewer.

• ‘ing’: Grinning gleefully, the crocodile waited in the sewer.

• ‘ed’: Submerged in cool water , the crocodile waited in the 
sewer.
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Chain Writing
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meerkats

A game to build sentences and help 

children understand word classes as well 

as develop the quality of a sentence .

• Add an adjective – what kind of 

meerkats?

• Add a verb – what are/were they 

doing?

• Add an adverb/how adverbial – how 

are/were they doing?

• Add a where adverbial – where 

are/were they?

• Add a time adverbial – when 

are/were they?

• Add a subordinate clause beginning 

with because

• Add punctuation as appropriate

This game can be used at 

many levels and can focus 

on the current learning.

The additions can be written 

by groups or pairs on post-its 

or card and displayed 

immediately, giving a range 

of different sentences to be 

discussed and played with.



Improve a sentence

Use a base sentence linked to a picture or the current English text or 

another curriculum area. Draw on the grammatical features the children 

know – this will vary from year group to year group. For example:

• Name the noun

• Strengthen the verb

• Add an adjective/adjectival phrase 

• Add a how adverb at the beginning of the sentence

• Add a relative clause

• Add a non-finite subordinate clause – ed/ing

It is important to focus on the quality of the sentence and effective word 

choices. The effect created and meaning should be discussed. 

Discussions should also cover taking an addition out of the sentence 

where it has become over-detailed.
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The boy walked into the forest.
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Joe walked into the forest.

Joe staggered into the forest.

Joe staggered into the dense forest.

Hesitantly, Joe staggered  into the dense forest.

Hesitantly, Joe staggered  into the dense forest, glancing at the dark 

shadows between the trees.

Swiftly, Joe strode into the sunlit forest, searching for the path  between 

the trees.

Change the atmosphere



Challenges!

These games have many possibilities. They allow children to work on 

combining sentences to produce a single sentence, two sentences or a 

paragraph. This ensures understanding of the concept of a sentence 

and helps even children at the early stages of writing to combine ideas 

into a sentence.
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Challenge – make one sentence!

Bob goes to the moon.

He goes in his space ship.

He goes everyday. 
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Challenge – make two sentences!

Aliens live on the moon.

They live in the craters on the 

moon.

The craters are very deep.

Bob does not believe in aliens.

Bob’s friends do not believe in 

aliens. 

They do not see the aliens.
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Challenge – make a paragraph!

Spike ran as fast as he could.

He was worried.

Bubba was on his own at the water tower.

He gathered speed.

Dust flew up around his feet.

He could see the town.

He was out of breath and hot.

He was almost there.
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Challenge – make one sentence!

The Romans came from Italy .

They invaded many countries.

They invaded Britain. 
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Challenge – make a sentence!

Winnie jumped on her broomstick (how?), rose 

into the air (where?).

Winnie arrived (when?), put her broomstick 

down (how?).
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Construct and re-order

In this game, children experiment with sentence structure to reinforce 

knowledge of word classes and sentence construction.

It also helps them understand that some words, phrases or clauses are 

fixed and others can be moved around in sentences and how this 

impacts on meaning.

Words, phrases or clauses – chunks of language – are written on cards, 

mini whiteboards or strips of paper. Sentences can be formed and re-

ordered using a washing line or by the children holding cards or boards 

and forming human sentences. Punctuation should always be included.
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with a heavy heart
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Blue Kangaroo

shuffled

down the stairs

along the hall
.

silently

and
,

,



Types of sentences

A short sentence for impact/tension.

Bilbo stopped. 

An exclamation to grab the reader’s attention.

Smaug’s head turned!

A question to draw the reader in.

Would the great creature spot him?

Simple sentence for clarity and impact.

The cavern was filled with treasure.

Compound sentence to add flow

Bilbo flattened himself against the wall and held his breath .

Complex sentence to show the relationship between ideas.

Smaug’s eyes swept the cavern as he searched for the intruder.
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Use a picture or an idea or event from English texts or the foundation curriculum and 

ask the children to formulate different sentence types. 



Capture the picture

In a question

In an exclamation

In a short sentence

In a compound sentence

In a complex sentence
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Use an illustration from the current text or a picture 

related to a curriculum area or a painting. Choose 

the sentence types relevant to the 

children’s current learning.



Statement to question

The weather is fine today.

Children should go to bed early.

Joe did his homework.

The dragon could not fly.

Superheroes do not exist.
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Start with a statement and add a question tag. Discuss why and when a writer might 

want to write a question in this way.

isn’t it?

couldn’t it?

or do they?

didn’t he?

shouldn’t they?



Story Sale

For sale - The Gruffalo’s Wart.

Straight from the woods. The 

genuine article: green and 

scaly and freshly charged 

with virulent venom. 

Guaranteed to keep enemies 

at a distance and give 

protection against mice of all 

kinds.
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Use the model to create a for sale notice for 

another  story object.



Summarise/Précis - Using language 

features with precision!
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Convey a message with 140 characters or less.

Weekend news

The weather

Interesting from topic learning

Quote of the day!



Making cohesion clear

Cohesion is what makes a text “stick together”. It makes a group of 

sentences form a coherent whole. Making the system of cohesion 

explicit will help children to:

• carry meaning at the level of a whole text

• use forward and backward referencing as they read

• see the organisation of a text by recognising key words such as 

conjunctions and connecting adverbials

• write more fluently
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Backward and forward referencing pronouns 
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“What’s happened, Abba? she said. “Has Abdulla-mia’s house caught 
on fire?” 
 
Yes,” he whispered. “Speak softly, Zuni. Don’t be afraid. I’ll carry you 
away, but you must be quiet, quiet.” 
 
“Why? Why?” she cried softly, against his beard. “Why don’t we go and 
help Abdulla-mia?” 
 
“No, no, he’s left – he’s already gone,” her father said, and Zuni couldn’t 
 
 understand at all why their neighbour had run away when his house  
 
had caught fire and not stopped to put it out. 
 
She peeped over her father’s shoulder at the fire as he carried her down  
 
the steep stairs to the courtyard, and then she was even more surprised 
 
to see her mother standing with her heavy black cloak right over her  
 
head, holding her sewing machine in her arms! What on earth was she  
 
doing with her sewing machine in the middle of the night? And behind 
 
her was Zuni’s elder sister, Razia, also draped in her dark brown cloak  
 
and carrying a basket filled with pots and pans. 
 



Cohesive devices

Residents of Preston have been acting strangely  for some time and 

rumours are reaching far and wide as to the cause of this bizarre behaviour. 

Most residents spend hours doing little other than staring at the old water 

tower on Shooters Hill. To make matters worse, these residents now appear 

to have a green glow to the eyes. This causes them to look sinister and 

makes conversation with them difficult. Those who are going about their 

daily business are incredibly nervous and do their best to stay out of the 

way of any ‘changed’ residents. Mrs Green who works at the local bar says, 

“Mr Green came home one day a completely different person. He used to 

spend all day in bed but now he sits by the gas station and polishes his 

shotgun. It just gives me the jitters...”

A majority of ‘unchanged’ townsfolk speak of alien invasions. However, so 

far, there have been no sightings to prove this. Alien-believers say that the 

‘zombie state’ of many of the locals shows that they have been ‘taken 

over’ by another being. They add to this by insisting this alien presence is 

lurking in the green waters of the water tower, as this is where most of the 

problems have started.
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A thousand miles ago, in a country east of the jungle and south of the mountains, 

there lived a Firework-Maker called Lachland and his daughter Lila.

Lachland’s wife had died when Lila was young. The child was a cross little thing, 

always crying and refusing her food, but Lachland built  a cradle for her in the corner 

of the workshop, where she could see the sparks play and listen to the fizz and crackle 

of the gunpowder. Once she was out of her cradle, she toddled around the workshop 

laughing as the fire flared and the sparks danced. Many a time she burnt her little 

fingers, but Lachland kissed her better, and soon she was playing again.

When she was old enough to learn, her father began to teach her the art of making 

fireworks.

Take an extract from familiar or current text and 

identify and mark the cohesive devices used. 
Discuss the effect.

A hoover is powered by a motor that runs on electricity. Before switching on, it needs 

to be plugged into a nearby socket. Once the motor is running, it turns a fan. As the 

fan spins, it pushes air out of the hoover through a tube.

Due to the air being pushed out of the hoover, air is sucked in to take its place. The air 

sucks up dirt and dust from the floor. The dirt and dust is carried into a bag which has 

many tiny holes. These holes allow the air to escape, but the dirt and dust to remain 

trapped in the bag.
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Changing the text type 

Children need to be familiar with different text types. Each text type uses 

different grammatical features and the resulting sentences look and 

sound different. These games allow children to consider and experiment 

with the different language required for the different text types. 

In the first game, they identify the text type and explain how they know 

from the grammatical features.

The following games offer some suggestions for children to practise 

talking text types. The sentence starters provided are just examples and 

should be adapted to the year group and audience identified.
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Identify/Change the text type

The children saw the giant.
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Recipe

Instructions

Recount

Explanation

Debate

?

The Salt Giant is commonly found in coastal 

regions in the British Isles and makes his home in 

underwater caves. 



Persuasion

You have three minutes to persuade: 
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No one really believes that…

It is widely acknowledged that…

Penguins to buy ice.

A frog from Tuesday to give 

you his flying lily pad.



Explanation

Can you explain? 
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This causes…

…because…

Therefore… When…

As…

How the lily pads fly.

Why stars shine at night.



Information Reporting

Be an expert. Present some

information about:
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An interesting fact is…

Some…

In addition…Volcanoes

In the same way…

The Fibonacci Rabbit

Stone age 

tools



Playing with punctuation

Children need to understand that punctuation marks grammatical 

boundaries and that its use changes meaning. They need many 

opportunities to look at sentences and punctuate them in different 

ways, changing the intended meaning. The following pages give some 

examples that could be used as a grammar game. One set could be 

shown so that the children can find alternative ways to punctuate the 

sentences to change the meaning.
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Playing with punctuation

Watch out – man eating apes!

Giant moving sale Friday.

James likes cooking, his dog and 

his family.

Let’s eat, grandpa. 

Call me, Sam.

Jump over, Sally.

Slow. Children crossing.
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Watch out – man-eating apes!

Giant moving. Sale Friday.

James likes cooking his dog and his 

family.

Let’s eat grandpa.

Call me Sam.

Jump over Sally.

Slow children crossing.



Playing with punctuation

The boy’s like pop corn.

Were here to help.

Watch the boy’s box.

The friendly dog’s home.

Tom bought an extra large coke.

Where do you think we are 
going? To Buckingham Palace?
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The boys like pop corn.

We’re here to help.

Watch the boys box.

The friendly dogs’ home.

Tom bought an extra-large coke.

Where do you think? We are 
going to Buckingham Palace.



Commas, dashes or brackets?

The roof covered in thatch had a hole in the centre to let the smoke 

from the fire go through.

Arriving in longships allowed the Vikings to carry out surprise raids on 

villages near the coast.

They used dyes made from plants and minerals to make red, green, brown, 

yellow and blue so that their clothes were very colourful.
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Creating special effects

The following games can be used to experiment and play with figurative 

language and its use to create special effects in sentences. Children 

need to understand how it is used and the intended meanings. Once 

they understand, opportunities should be given for them to develop 

their own, more creative language and uses.
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Alliteration

Alliterative names

Acrobatic Abdi

Magical Maisie

Greedy Goldilocks

Sad Cinderella

Matt the monkey

Kevin the clown
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Alliterative sentences

Lazy lizards licked luscious lollies.

snails

worms

penguins

giants



Alliterative tongue twisters

Six silly sisters selling shiny shoes.

Peter Piper picked a peck of  

pickled peppers.

The crowd of clumsy clowns crushed the 

king’s crown.
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Similes - What do they mean?
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Similes

As deep as the …

As light as a …

As slow as a …

As high as a …

As flat as a …
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http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/graphics/ocean.jpg
http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/graphics/ocean.jpg
http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/a/a1/Snail-WA_edit02.jpg
http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/a/a1/Snail-WA_edit02.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/A_single_white_feather_closeup.jpg
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/48/A_single_white_feather_closeup.jpg
http://optimiced.com/wp-uploads/2007/01/imgp3163_kominite_peak_on_vitosha_mountain.jpg
http://optimiced.com/wp-uploads/2007/01/imgp3163_kominite_peak_on_vitosha_mountain.jpg
http://www.christonbankeggs.co.uk/_Media/Pancake.jpg
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Similes

As light as a …
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Similes using like

Tail like a brush

Teeth like razors

Life like a hurricane

… like….
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Building poetic sentences
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Prepositional

phrase

Expanded noun 

phrase

Powerful verb

As far as the eye can 

see

glowing colours like 

rainbows 

glimmer

in the distance delicate showers of 

gold like tumbling 

coins

fall



Building poetic sentences
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Expanded noun 

phrase

Powerful verb Prepositional

phrase

Glowing colours like 

rainbows 

glimmer as far as the eye can 

see

Delicate showers of 

gold like tumbling 

coins

fall in the distance



Onomatopoeia
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Can you use these?

whizz
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bubble
patter

rattle

echo whirr

crackle

croak

flutter

thud

squeal

Noun?  Adjective?  Verb? Tense?  



Personification Game
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chair

table

pencil

bottle

computer

pillow

tap

tree

bicycle

wheel

sneezed

jumped

slept

glared

waved

opened

swam

shouted

crept

cut

Objects Things humans do

Make a list of objects and a list of verbs – actions that people carry out.

Children make the objects carry out some of the actions, bringing them

to life. 



What can it see?

What can it hear?

What does it feel?

What is it thinking?
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Metaphor game

a person

a place

a feeling

a colour

a number

a fruit

a vehicle
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A monkey is

Take an animal, an object or an abstract 

noun and compare them to the suggested

list or a list of your own choosing.


